Find your unique style

Every practice has a personality, and the look and feel of your space speaks volumes about yours. What mood do you want to create? Serene and spa-like? Warm and welcoming? High tech with a human touch? With A-dec Inspire® and Preference Collection® the beautiful range of colors, patterns and textures, make the possibilities as unlimited as your imagination.

We’ve gathered a few unique room designs and color palettes on the following pages. Use them as a starting point to help you visualize your own space, and inspire you to create something that’s all your own.
Plan like a professional

There’s more to successful design planning than simply choosing cabinets and colors. These practical considerations will help you achieve optimal results:

1. **Design your working environment first.** Look for equipment that minimizes physical movement and reduces body strain so that you—and your staff—can stay healthy, comfortable and practice longer. And remember to budget for tools and equipment along with your operatory furniture.

2. **Plan for ample sterilization.** When materials flow smoothly, so does your stream of patients. Sterilization furniture with well-designed instrument processing and proper storage ensures efficient workflow, eliminates backtracking, and shows patients that you’re serious about safety.

3. **Keep it simple.** Consistency creates efficiency, so keep your operatory layouts the same. Having sinks, equipment and storage in the same place across treatment rooms reduces training time and produces a more streamlined workflow.

4. **Look at total value.** Does the purchase price include functional items such as sinks, faucets, power outlets and installation? Consider the total cost of product ownership throughout its life in your practice. Investing in quality and reliability pays off in the long run.
Verona

FEATURED IN THIS ROOM

A-dec Inspire

- 591 treatment console
- 592 full central console
- 593 lower side console
- 595 wall-mounted dispenser

Core Equipment

- A-dec 511 chair
- A-dec 541 12 o’clock duo delivery system
- A-dec 575L wall/side cabinet mount LED light
Aspen Creek

FEATURED IN THIS ROOM

A-dec Inspire

- 591 treatment console
- 592 T-wall central console – 32"
- 593 lower side console

Core Equipment

- A-dec 511 chair
- A-dec 532 Traditional delivery system
- A-dec 545 12 o’clock assistant’s instrumentation
- A-dec 574L central cabinet mount LED light

Studio Teak
Laminate

Darlington
Quartz

Ebony
Sewn Upholstery
Highland Park

FEATURED IN THIS ROOM

**A-dec Inspire**
- 591 treatment console
- 592 full central console
- 593 full side console

**Core Equipment**
- A-dec 511 chair
- A-dec 533 Continental delivery system
- A-dec 545 12 o’clock assistant’s instrumentation
- A-dec 574L central cabinet mount LED light

Materials:
- Blonde Echo Laminate (exterior)
- Sable Laminate (interior)
- Avalanche Melange Solid surface
- Bear Grass Light Infill
- Parrot Sewn Upholstery
Autumn Woods

FEATURED IN THIS ROOM

**A-dec Inspire**
- 591 treatment console – 70”
- 593 lower side console

**Core Equipment**
- A-dec 411 chair
- A-dec 333 Continental delivery system
- A-dec 545 12 o’clock assistant’s instrumentation
- A-dec 576L ceiling mount LED light

Amber Cherry
Maple Harvest
Diplomat Blue
Laminate
Solid Surface
Sewn Upholstery
Solona Spa

FEATURED IN THIS ROOM

**A-dec Inspire**

- 591 treatment console
- 592 full central console
- 593 lower side console

**Core Equipment**

- A-dec 511 chair
- A-dec 532 Traditional delivery system
- A-dec 545 12 o’clock assistant’s instrumentation
- A-dec 574L central cabinet mount LED light
SoHo Loft

FEATURED IN THIS ROOM

A-dec Inspire
- 591 treatment console
- 593 full side console

Core Equipment
- A-dec 511 chair
- A-dec 532 Traditional delivery system
- A-dec 545 12 o’clock assistant’s instrumentation
- A-dec 575L wall/side cabinet mount LED light
Stafford

FEATURED IN THIS ROOM
A-dec Inspire
- 591 treatment console
- 592 mid central console – 80"

Core Equipment
- A-dec 411 chair
- A-dec 333 Continental delivery system
- A-dec 545 12 o’clock assistant’s instrumentation
- A-dec 572L LED light
Montclair

FEATURED IN THIS ROOM
A-dec Inspire

• 591 treatment console
• 593 lower side console

Core Equipment
• A-dec 511 chair
• A-dec 533 Continental delivery system
• A-dec 545 12 o’clock assistant’s instrumentation
• A-dec 576L ceiling mount LED light

Amber Cherry
Laminate

Maple Harvest
Solid Surface

Diplomat Blue
Sewn Upholstery
Bainbridge

FEATURED IN THIS ROOM

A-dec Inspire

- 591 treatment console
- 592 full central console

Core Equipment

- A-dec 311 chair
- A-dec 332 Traditional delivery system
- A-dec 545 12 o’clock assistant’s instrumentation
- A-dec 574L central cabinet mount LED light
- A-dec 521 doctor’s stool
- A-dec 522 assistant’s stool
Hampton

FEATURED IN THIS ROOM

A-dec Inspire

- 594 Galley sterilization center
- Galley configuration allows treatment room access from both sides of the office
Sonoma

FEATURED IN THIS ROOM

A-dec Inspire

• 591 treatment console
• 592 full central console
• 593 lower side console
• 595 wall-mounted dispenser

Core Equipment

• A-dec 511 chair
• A-dec 533 Continental delivery system
• A-dec 545 12 o’clock assistant’s instrumentation
• A-dec 575L wall/side cabinet mount LED light
Powell

FEATURED IN THIS ROOM
Preference Collection
- 5580 treatment console
- 5543 central console

Core Equipment
- A-dec 311 chair
- A-dec 332 Traditional delivery system
- A-dec 545 12 o’clock assistant’s instrumentation
- A-dec 574L central cabinet mount LED light

Skyline Walnut Laminate
Mont Blanc Snow Quartz
Pacific Sewn Upholstery
Potrero Hill

FEATURED IN THIS ROOM

Preference Collection
• 5580 Treatment console
• 5531 Accessory console

Core Equipment
• A-dec 311 chair
• A-dec 335 Continental delivery system
• A-dec 363 support center and cuspidor
• A-dec 353 assistant’s instrumentation
• A-dec 381 light post monitor mount
• A-dec 371L LED light
Westport

FEATURED IN THIS ROOM
Preference Collection

• 5590 ICC straight sterilization center
• Straight configuration is ideal where space is limited
Beauty is just the beginning

It’s not enough for your practice to look beautiful. A-dec believes it should function beautifully, too. You’ll see it in designs that help you treat patients more efficiently. And feel it in details that enable everyone to work more comfortably.

That’s why A-dec has been honored with multiple Townie Awards for dental furniture—every consecutive year since 2003.
See why more dentists choose A-dec

A-dec has been partnering with doctors for more than 50 years to produce reliable, creative dental solutions. A recent independent survey asked dentists what they thought about chair/delivery system manufacturers—and the results confirm why more of them choose A-dec.

Voted A-dec
Best in Quality/Reliability

Voted A-dec
Best After Sales Service

Voted A-dec
Best Long-Term Value

Source: Independent surveys were completed 2019 by The Key Group, Inc.
Explore the possibilities

Whether you’re looking to upgrade your delivery system or remodel your entire practice, A-dec will help you bring your vision to life.

With the A-dec Inspire Me tool, you choose your operatory layout and preferred equipment configurations, and then add colors, textures and accessories to create the exact look you want. You can see how your design choices will look on cabinets, countertops and chair upholstery before you order. You can also order color samples. Explore the full spectrum of creative combinations at a-dec.com/InspireMe and A-dec Dental on Pinterest. And get inspired.